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DULUX DOUBLE CAPE RACE 

This very unique and successful race could 
be called the Clubman's Agulhas Race. It ls 
longer than the normal club race but shorter 
than the Agulbas Race with a rhumb line 
course uf 130 miles. So as to attract more 
cruising boat entries the RCYC handicap 
system was used to decide the winner and 
inter-club winner. The RCYC handicap 
system gives an advantage to the more 
cruising orientated boats. 

The last pip of the 18h00 news on Friday 
I l th September. saw the boats of RCYC. 
FB. YC. SADFSA and GBYC off to a slow 
start. The Gordons Bay boats benefitted 
from ihe light easterly and crossed the 
leading RCYC boats off kommatjie at 
about 02h00 Saturday. 09h00 and Voor
trekker sailing from Simonstown crossed the 
leading RCYC boats at Cape Point. It was 
now evident it would be a small boat race 
1,ith Impulse and Mini Mouse. 3rd and 4th 
behind Archangel and 34 South (from 

RCYC). 
Archangel, Nutcracker and 34 South 

rounded the Simonstown bouy at lunch time 
in a NE. The following boats got through the 
hole and into the SE to be lifted inside them 
and set sail on the rhumb line. What a sail. 
Beautiful 8-10 knots SE across False Bay 
with warm sunshine and flat sea. To crown 
it all W.P. beat O.F.S. to force a semi-final 
play-off. 

Meanwhile off the Apostles and in Table 
Bay the other boats struggled to make 
headway in a next to nothing breeze and flat 
seas. 

Rounding Navigator (S.A.N. training 
vessel) in Gordons Bay Omuramba had 
caught up. Then a fetch to Cape Point in a 
most perfect red sunset. Who ever says 'Red 
in the morning sailors warning, Red at night 
sailors delight' should have sailed this race. 
Penguin (handle for Cape Point light)
used a gale warning as the glass had 

by RALPH THOMAS 

dropped 4 points in a hour. The giant cold 
front which had been held off by a high to 
the south was striking. The north-westerly 
was recorded at 60 knots on Sunday. It came 
through just as Nutcracker was finishing at 
dawn to take line honours for the race. 

The Miura Woodstock (FBYC) was off 
Kommetjie in this wind when she broached, 
broke her spinnaker pole and twisted her 
mast. Then her mainsail tore near the 1 st 
reef. She still had to round the point and 
beat for home. She managed this and still 
finished 8th Overall and 10th in IOR I. For 
this she got the prize for best effort. 

This race has really stimulated interest in 
all the clubs. Without all meeting at one 
venue we can now race against one another. 
Clubs can compete against one another. 
RCYC squeaked home by 40 mins in the 
Inter-club Challenge. GBYC are already 
planning their revenge as DULUX have 
promised to sponsor the event again next 
year. 

UMCORN & MIRROR PROVINCIAL 
by JANET SAWYER 

The Natal Provincial Championships for the lead and filled up with water, thus being shortly after 1-30 p.m., with the wind still a 
Unicorn and Mirror classes were held at forced to retire from this race. Those who rather light easterly of about eight knots. 
Midmar Dam from the 9th to the 11th of managed to survive had a fast and exciting Keith Ribbink and Alan Pitt-Pladdy had a 
October. There was an entry of twenty sail. Louis Brik from Michaelhouse School good tussle all the way round the course in 
Mirrors and eighteen Unicorns for this won the morning race in this class, with Liz the Unicorn class, with Keith keeping his 
event. They sailed together with the Paper Burnett turning in a very creditable third first position to the finish. 
Tigers, who were having their Nationals at place considering the conditions. The second race was sailed immediately 
the time, and so it was rather a large fleet In the Unicorn fleet, George Ilse was first after the conclusion of the first, with the 
which took to the water for each race. across the line, followed by John White and wind increasing to ten to twelve knots and 

Professor 'Wog' Hawksworth had the task Graham Beattie. Fortunately for the weary then dropping towards the end of the race. 
rf Race Officer for the regatta, assisted by competitors the wind moderated to between Once again Keith and Alan had a very close 
Jerry Bellengere who was the mark-layer, fifteen and eighteen knots for the second race, with Keith being strongly challenged 
and between them they set some excellent race of the day, and there were fewer for the lead all the way round. Peter 
courses for the fleet. casualties for this race. Once again, Louis Williams picked up a shift on the last beat 

The first day of the regatta was rather Brink revelled in the conditions and took and came powering through to snatch 
disappointing and frustrating, as the wind first place in the Mirror class, followed by second place away from Alan. 
refused to settle down from any one Liz Burnett, with Mark Hawksworth third. Liz Burnett sailed a very good race, 
direction, and during the course of the day Alan Pitt-Pladdy showed a good turn of having a sizeable lead over the rest of the 
came from most points of the compass. speed by winning the Unicorn race, with Mirror fleet. Trevor Gibb was second, with 
Twice an attempt was made to start a race, John Watkins second and Graham Beattie Mark Hawksworth third. 
only to have it abandoned later. again third. Due to the shortage of time the proposed 

The following day was completely On Sunday it was hoped to fit in three third race of the day was not sailed, and so 
different, however, as the wind came races for the Unicorn and Mirror fleets, so all four races had to count for results 
through at about twenty-five knots from the that they would have one discard for the purposes. 
south in the morning, building up some regatta. However, once again the wind had 
large waves on the surface of the dam. The definite ideas which did not seem to coincide Results: 
size of the chop on the water caused some with those of the Race Officer. The fleet Mirrors (20 entries) 
problems for the competitors and there were took to the water early to attempt the first I E. Burnett/J. Ric-Hansen ....... 16,7 pts 
some breakages in the fleet. For those on the race on Sunday morning, but the wind was 2 L. Brink/M. Duffy ............ 21,7 pts 
Committee Boat it was not very pleasant very fickle, and after two abortive attempts 3 T. Gibb/ S Fry .................. 28 pts 
either. as the waves were so large that they it was decided to have an early lunch in the Unicorns (18 entries) 
were at times breaking over the windshield. hope that this would entice the wind to settle 1 A. Pitt-Pladdy ................ 22,7 pts 

In the Mirror fleet Mark Hawksworth had down. 2 J. White ..................... 35,7 pts 
.some bad luck when he capsized while in the_ Thus the first race of the day was started _3 G. Beattie .................... 39,4 pts
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Modern Wood Yacht Construction. By John 
Guzzwell. 
Published by Hollis & Carter 
S.A. Agents. Oxford University Press 
P.O. Box 1141, Cape Town 8000 
Price: R27 ,OS 
ISBN O 370 30264 8 

"The modern wooden boatbuilder now has 
available to him a set of techniques that 
allows him to do things with wood that were 
never before possible. This new engineering 
with wood exploits its many superb qualities 
yet avoids its pit-falls and results in a 
superior wooden structure that is durable, 
leakproof, and extremely strong for its 
weight. The techniques described in this 
book should enable the keen amateur or 
young professional to follow each of the 
steps required to build a modern wooden 
yacht and to take advantage of the superior 
qualities offered by many new materials, 
which were not available when most of the 
standard texts on boatbullding were 
published." 

So says John Guzzwell in the introductory 
chapter of this volume. He then explains to 
the reader in great detail the procedures 
necessary to build a top-quality vessel by the 
cold-molded method of construction - a 
method that utilizes layers of thin strips of 
wood laminated together with waterproof 
glue. As the author points out, the 
advantages of this manner of working wood 
have been known for centuries; all that was 
necessary for its application to boatbuilding 
was the development of waterproof glues. 

There are few builders more familiar with 
cold-molding techniques for boatbuilding 
than John Guzzwell. He learned the method 
some 20 years ago in New Zealand, where 
that mode of construction was common
place. Since then, he has cold-molded a 
variety of vessels on three continents using a 
wide range of lumbers. 

In Part I of this book, he applies this vast 
back-ground to an exhaustive examination 
of materials suitable for cold-molding. He 
then takes the reader through the process 
itself, describing lofting, the frame setup 
required, and the techniques used to 
laminate the multiple-layered skin over the 
framework. Throughout this section, the 
author's concern is to build a strong hull 
with minimum waste of materials using 
procedures designed for those . who are 
shorthanded. 

Mr. Guzzwell doesn't stop with the hull, 
however. He goes on in Part II to give a 
complete treatment of finishing the hull that 
has applications for almost any hull, no 
matter how constructed. He takes up deck 
and deckhouse construction, interior and 

exterior joinerwork, installation of 
mechanical, electrical, and plumbing 
systems - in short, everything necessary to 
finish the vessel. In this section, the author's 
status as a master craftsman becomes 
clearly evident as he discusses joinerwork 
and finishing a vessel's interior. 

The underlying thread in this book is one 
of practical knowledge gained through 
experience. John Guzzwell is an extremely 
accomplished seaman with over 100,000 
miles behind him - most of them in vessels 
that he has built. He understands how good 
and bad construction methods affect the 
durability, quality, and performance of a 
vessel. Fortunately for us, Mr Guzzwdl has 
saved us the trouble of duplicating his 
experience to gain such knowledge, for a 
good portion of it appears right here in these 
pages. 

Henley Royal Regatta by Christopher Dodd 
Published by Stanley Paul & Co. Ltd 
S.A. Agents: 
Hutchinson Group (SA) (Pty) Ltd 
337 Bergvlei 2012, South Africa 
Price: R22,90 
ISBN 0 09 145160 4 

This enjoyable, witty and Informal history of 
one of the world's best-known sporting 
events is based on a wealth of detailed 
research. 

Guardian sports and feature writer 
Christopher Dodd has taken individual 
episodes and characters from different 
periods in the 140-year history of the Henley 
Royal Regatta and used them as points of 
departure to unfold the story. The first year 
of the event, for example - 1839 - he 
portrays through the eyes of an oarsman in 
the crew who won the Grand Challenge Cup. 
He looks, too, at issues which divided the 
rowing world over the years - the question 
of when an amateur is professional, the 
intrusion and exclusion of foreigners, 
controversies over diet and health, and 
arguments between followers of orthodoxy 
and innovators about rowing technique and 
the structure of the boats themselves. 

In the book are tales of invaders from 
America, Europe and Australia. including 
the Harvard 1914 crew who came back in 
1964. and the Russian boats which became 
strike-bound in 1956. There are stories of 
the cox who jumped overboard, the show
man Stuart Mackenzie in the Diamonds. 
and of Zurich Football Club winning the 
Grand. There is also a glance at the future 
- women compete for the first time in 1981
- and a complete records section for the
statistically minded.

Rich in anecdotes and in memorable 
personalities, Christopher Dodd's valuable 
and highly entertaining social history vividly 
celebrates one of the most elegant, colourful 
and unique events in the English calendar. 

Adrift by Tristan Jones. 
Published by Oxford University Press 
P.O. Box 1141, Cape Town 8000. 
Tel. 021-457266 
Price: Rl 6,55 
ISBN 0-370-30322-S 

Tristan Jones is internationally famous for 
the remarkable adventures he has described 
in The Incredible Voyage, Ice and Saga of a 
Wayward Sailor. 

In his new book he writes about his life 
since 1974, when he arrived in Buenos Aires, 
exhausted and penniless, at the end of his 
incredible six year journey that lead him a 
"thousand times beyond the limits of 
endurance". Back in Britain, his yacht Sea 
Dart is impounded by H.M. Customs and 
over the course of this book the indefatig
able Welsh sailor experiences life at rock 
bottom in the lower depths of London and 
New York. It is a harrowing survival story 
but as moving and, ultimately, as triumph
ant as any told in his previous books. 
Although much of Adrift takes place on 
land, Tristan Jones still writes superbly of 
the sea which is never far from his thoughts. 
In Adrift he sails for San Juan through the 
Devil's Triangle with a United Nations of a 
crew, and he describes the voyage with the 
flair and joy of a man back in his elemerit. 

Tristan Jones is a Welshman born ?.� sea 
aboard a British ship off the island of 
Tristan da Cunha. He left school aged 13 
and has been at sea ever since. When World 
War II broke out, he joined the Royal Navy 
and was sunk three times before he was 18. 
He served on convoy duties to the USSR 
from Iceland, then later in Far Eastern 
waters. After the war he transferred to the 
Royal Hydrographic Service. His service 
ended in 1952 in Aden when an inshore 
survey vessel he was on was blown up by 
guerillas. He suffered a severe spinal injury 
that left him paralysed. was told he would 
never walk again and given a physical 
discharge. 

Today Tristan Jones has sailed a record 
345,000 miles in small boats under 40 feet in 
length. He sailed 180,000 of this sin[le

handed. He has crossed the Atlantic 
eighteen times under sail. _nine times alone. 
He is a Fellow of the Royal Geographical 
Society and a Fellow of the Explorers Club. 
His first book. The Incredible Voyage. was 
awarded the £500 Welsh Arts Council 
Literature Prize for 1978. 
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